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The 3rd IISF was organised in Chennai
after Delhi because it is the next most
adored science city in India.
A treat to watch young Chennai school,
secondary school and college students
queuing up to see the festival.
Strengthened scientific bilateral ties
with Afghanistan and Bangladesh – a lot
of new schemes were announced.
Science Village - greatest achievement
of IISF - development of scientific
energy and science vision was a
demonstrable outcome.
Strive to ensure that by 2022 science is
a major instrument of delivering a New
India.

Dr. Harsh Vardhan

Secretary,
MoES,
Dr.
M.
Rajeevan welcomed the Hon’ble
Vice President of India, Shri
Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Union
Minister of S&T, MoES & EFCC,
Dr. Harsh Vardhan; Hon’ble
Minister of State, MoES; Hon’ble
Governor of TN, Mr. Banwarilal
Purohit, Hon’ble Minister for
Higher Education of TN, Thiru
K.P. Anbalagan & Hon’ble
Minister for Fisheries of TN,
Thiru D. Jayakumar,.
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Hon’ble VP of India
Time has come for young
budding scientists to enable
India to become a strong
nation… appealed industry
to create research fund
HMoS, Shri Y.S. Chowdary, said that all the 15
events had incredible feedback. The student
innovators contest was a remarkable success. Viable
platform for innovative and dedicated science
teaching techniques needs to be disseminated. Most
people confuse work with jobs – under Hon’ble PM
one can create employment and generate jobs.
Science and Technology has a critical role to play in
resolving income disparities through micro, small
and medium industries. Every research scholar
should align with Government’s flagship programs
and use science as a tool for economic
empowerment.

From The Editor’s Desk ….
Saying final goodbyes has always tugged at my heart strings. During the course of these four days and indeed during
the past four months all of the people at National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) & Integrated Coastal and
Marine Area Management Project Directorate have melded together, worked as one and forged close bonds that we
will treasure for long. Under the astute leadership of respected Secretary of M/o Earth Sciences, Dr. M. Rajeevan we
have stretched ourselves to deliver on event management logistics though our daily jobs involve managing
scientific research! We will miss all on Team IISF 2017 – those who made it happen.
k. Venkatarama Sharma
co-Convenor, IISF-2017, venkat-dod@nic.in

Grand finale of the festival !!
The Hon’ble Vice President of India, Shri Venkaiah Naidu addressed the
guests on the dais in Tamil. He stated how Indian scientists are in the
forefront of scientific revolution especially in information technology. The
urban settlements of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa showed how we were well
versed in steel making. Now the time has come for young budding scientists
to enable India to become a strong, stable nation – skilful teachers are
needed, research has to happen on a large scale, and global challenges need
to be solved. Clean energy, clean water and beating diseases are the key
challenges. Artificial Intelligence, robotics, digital manufacturing and other
disruptive technologies have to be properly addressed. Appeal to industry
and corporate bodies to create a research fund for out-of-the-box innovative
strategies to be supported. IISF series will create new ideas and create
scientific temper in people.
Shri
Banwarilal
Purohit
mentioned that he was a farmer
and welcomed the heavy rains
lashing
Chennai.
He
acknowledged the Chief Guest of
the function, Hon’ble Vice
President, as a distinguished
parliamentarian and an able
statesman.

Set the stage >>>>

DEEP OCEAN RESEARCH –
how inappropriate to call this planet “Earth” when it is quite clearly “Ocean”…

Oceans have a lot of
relevance to us – half of
the oxygen we breathe,
supports the greatest
biodiversity in the
planet, acts as a sink
for global carbon
dioxide emissions thus
reducing climate
change effects besides
providing living and
non-living resources.
The special thematic
session on “Deep Ocean
Research” was
inaugurated by Dr.

Rajeevan, Secretary,
MoEs, today.

It is said that we know
more about the moon than
our oceans. GOI has
devoted Rs.10000 crore for
the deep ocean research.
Blue economy – application
of scientific knowledge for
sustainable use of resources
from the oceans. Several
countries have done serious
work in this sector and we
have also been doing good
work.

The Ocean Policy Statement,
1982 lays the ground for
sustainably using our marine
resources. We have been looking
into both polymetallic nodules
(found in deep ocean basins
which have significant amounts
of nickel and copper) and
hydrothermal sulphides for this.
Hydrothermal mineral deposits
are any concentration of
metallic minerals formed by the
precipitation of solids from hot
mineral-laden water
(hydrothermal solution). The
deep ocean mission is expected to
be launched by March 2018 and
is similar to deep space mission
in the sense that we will explore
the dark depths of the oceans.

Unravelling the mysteries of the sea…. An
article by Shri. D. Rajasekhar, NIOT
More humans have walked on the moon than have been to the deepest parts of
planet Earth – the oceans. Many a mystery/challenge surrounds the deep blue
waters while carrying out research operations and in this article we dredge up
some of these. Unlike commercial vessels there are some unique features for a
research ship w.r.t design, capability and machinery available onboard. At sea
on the NIOT fleet, the challenges that we face as a part of ocean science are also
unique. After all, any unanticipated problems must be solved using only the
resources available on our vessels.
Our first days at sea have presented many challenges. Our cruise plans have
changed almost daily in order to adapt to weather patterns and the ship’s
capabilities in terms of speed and range. The sea condition prevailing during our
deep ocean research operations plays a major challenge in successfully
completing a task. For example, to carry out a CTD (conductivity, temperature,
depth) sampling or to launch a crawler at a depth of 6000m in a sea state of 3 or
more would be a very difficult task.
Robotic devices used for ocean measurements such as water currents,
temperature and water quality, are an example of a new, game-changing
technology in ocean science. Same principle has been amplified in the
underwater robots – autonomous underwater vehicles. It is of utmost importance
that the vessel should behave as planned during a deep sea research activity.
Failure may result in a serious mishap and loss of the equipment/machinery.
Hence the propulsion plants and the control consoles were designed accordingly
onboard ORV Sagar Nidhi to ensure that the vessel operates exactly in the
manner as required by the scientific teams. Another challenge in the deep sea
exploration while travelling in international waters is piracy. Vessel
Management Cell (VMC) of NIOT conducts anti-piracy drills onboard our fleet
and urge our vessel managers to have a follow up drill and to impart knowledge
on what to do when emergency strikes. As part of anti-piracy measures, VMC
also hires armed guards and they are positioned onboard for the safety of
personnel and ship.
In addition to the above, VMC has chalked out various other plans to counter
other operational challenges like hull damage at mid sea, towing arrangements
in case of loss of propulsion, communication loss etc., for example, ORV Sagar
Manjusha had rescued a sinking fishing vessel at off Nagapatnam coast and
safely handed over them to the Coast Guard without any loss of lives and
property of ship. This was achieved as a result of continuous mock drills
onboard as per prepared plans and insight we had on these challenges. Likewise,
there are numerous challenges (both environmental and operational) that need to
be faced in the oceans while doing the scientific cruises and VMC is
continuously working on arriving at plans to counter the same with the available
resources. Thus the fascination for marine sciences can be sustained only with
such floating research platforms to indulge in a field trip (boat) or a cruise.

set the stage >>>

A foretaste on the charming
remembrance of the ship visit

Minister’s
presence at the
science village

Snapshots of Sagar Nidhi visit
Teachers speak:
We are visiting a ship for the first
time… such a memorable visit: ship
was so clean and the explanations
provided was also very good
(Manjula Bai, IISF Reg No: 89)
-Sagar Nidhi visit was awesome
(KeshmiraPakka, IISF Reg No: 119)
Sagar Nidhi visit was good (Siju R,
IISF Reg No: 148)
Sagar Nidhi visit was excellent (J
Kamala Rani, IISF Reg No: 178)
It was very exciting and useful to
us (Punitha, IISF Reg No: 190)
Ship visit was a very nice place
and so much of hard work put in –
thanks to all you guys (Ragul
Raghu, IISF Reg No: 223)
Visit was very informative,
effective and attractive… all my
students were quite satisfied
(Naseera M, IISF Reg No: 33)

Shedding its hesitant and cautious approach of the past
with regard to participating in global mega science
projects, India has taken bold steps in recent years to join
international scientific quests. The Science Technology
and Innovation policy of 2013 envisages positioning India
among the top five global scientific powers by 2020. In
addition to home-grown science and engineering projects,
the policy advocated participation in global science
projects arguing that as a civilized country we must also
participate in global mega science projects aiming to find
out for example the ultimate structure of matter or the
origin of the universe. Bose Institute, Kolkata has been a
key actor and some of the mega science projects that they
are involved include:
ALICE Collaboration: A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE),
an ongoing experiment at CERN, Geneva started taking data in 2010,
using two colliding beams from the world's largest collider facility
called the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to study both hadronic as
well as heavy ion collisions at ultra relativistic energies.
CBM Collaboration: The upcoming Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research (FAIR) at Darmstadt, Germany is a multi-dimensional
facility for research in the areas of high energy nuclear physics, low
energy nuclear reaction and astrophysics, particle physics and plasma
physics. Bose Institute is also the nodal Institute for FAIR.

India &
Mega
Science
Projects
– report
by Bose
Institute
:
Dr.
Tarun
Maji

Editor’s ink
Another Guinness Record was registered with 1049
students taking world’s largest biology lesson, the
Hon’ble Vice President of India – Shri Venkaiah
Naidu – presiding over the valedictory session, Prof.
M.S. Swaminathan and his daughter, Dr. Sowmya
Swaminathan – who kept her date despite being Dy.
Director General of the World Health Organisation
now, and Dr. R. Chidambaram inspiring local kids
with his impromptu question and answer session –
speaking in English, Hindi and Tamil. But the
success of the science festival largely lies with the
enthusiastic school children who flocked in droves to
the research vessel, Sagar Nidhi and the ministers of
Afghanistan and Bangladesh who didn’t tire
expressing their gratitude to India besides the
insightful science films – local and foreign – screened
at the film festival. Added colour came from
memorable cultural performances by Kalakshetra,
Chennai (Samudra Manthan) and other groups.
Today we talk to you about the huge interest in
marine science studies generated amidst school
children of the Science Village courtesy of the visit to
the technology demonstration vessel – Sagar Nidhi –
of NIOT. The icing on the cake was the inspirational
address by the Chief Guest of IISF 2017, Shri
Venkaiah Naidu-ji, Hon’ble Vice President of India.
He made a special appeal to industry and corporate
bodies to create a research fund for out-of-the-box
innovative strategies to be supported. This
newsletter would not have been possible without my
team of biologists from MBT section of NIOT. Thank
you for the memories, and, Goodbye!

Pics of the day

SCIENCE FILM FESTIVAL – AFFORDABLE DRUGS FOR ALL
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